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THE SCALES OF JUSTICE

In 1928, Paddington resident Mary Scales died, leaving an estate valued at £50,362, equivalent to
approximately $3.5 million today.1 This was an unusual amount of wealth to be held by any woman at
this time, but particularly by a former washerwoman who could barely sign her own name. If she had
not quite achieved the ambition she once disclosed to her neighbour of “dying the richest woman in
Sydney”, Scales had certainly amassed a fortune that stunned, and sometimes incensed, her
contemporaries.2 Her husband George, a stonemason by trade, was known to refer to Mary as his
“gold mine”.3 In 1896, Mary used money accumulated through thrifty habits and taking in washing
from the navy to open a massage parlour and toiletries store in the Sydney Arcade, King Street.4 The
couple’s wealth increased as the revenue from this successful venture was distributed into other
investments. However, no one put the financial advancement of this working-class pair down to luck:
the Scales ascribed it to Mary’s powers of precognition; and the police and press to the illicit business
she carried on from King Street as a fortune-teller.

Fortune-telling had been illegal under English vagrancy legislation since the Elizabethan period.5

Despite this, fortune-telling services were openly offered in Sydney and other Australian cities at the
turn of the century, largely by women looking to capitalise on the fashionable status the practice had
recently acquired. This fortune-telling fad met with some religious objections, although clairvoyants
usually claimed that divination was far from inconsistent with Christianity. Scales incorporated hymn
singing and prayer into her nightly séances; she also made the sign of the cross before taking a client’s
hand for a reading.6 In general, the public seems to have been far less concerned by the spiritual
implications of fortune-telling than by its class, gender and racial associations.7 The notion of the
illiterate Scales or “dark-complexioned” woman Lallah Singh, prosecuted for fortune-telling in the
same sessions as Scales in 1903, possessing powerful mystical abilities invoked sneering contempt if
not outright hostility in the media.8 Accusing psychics of preying on a gullible clientele drawn mostly
from the “weaker sex”, newspapers urged police to enforce the law against fortune-telling in order to
protect women from themselves.9

Feeling against fortune-telling was further heightened by its association with other crimes, such as
abortion. Village cunning women had traditionally made a practice of both; early 20th century
fortune-tellers, especially those with sidelines in faith healing and mystical remedies, were believed to
act as go-betweens for abortionists and female clients who found themselves “in trouble”.10 In 1897,
Scales made one of her earliest court appearances at the inquest into the death of an unmarried woman
from a miscarriage after she entered a private nursing home on Scales’ recommendation.11 While no
guilt was formally attached to Scales over this incident, it likely attracted police attention to her
activities. Mary and George, who assisted his wife by making bookings and minding the shopfront,
were among those arrested when police organised a crackdown against Sydney fortune-tellers in 1903.
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Upon conviction the couple were placed under a good behaviour bond of £50.12 Undeterred, Mary was
arrested in a similar raid in 1907 that saw a number of fortune-tellers again proceeded against under
the British vagrancy legislation Act 5 George IV, Ch 83. This time events took an unexpected turn
when the charge against Scales was dismissed after her lawyer, citing the case of Quan Yick v Hinds,
argued that this 1824 Act did not form part of the received law of New South Wales.13 Police appealed
the finding, but the High Court upheld the original decision on the grounds of the Act’s specificities to
English conditions. The case became one of the leading judgments in relation to received law.14

Mary’s victory was short lived. In 1908, fortune-telling was prohibited under New South Wales’
Police Offences (Amendment) Act. This brought the State in line with existing legislation in Western
Australia and Victoria; South Australia and Tasmania would include fortune-telling under their own
police offences legislation in 1916 and 1917 respectively.15 Despite the new legislation, fortune-telling
remained difficult to police. The crackdowns carried out by undercover police officers made mediums
suspicious of men presenting themselves as clients. To secure prosecutions, the police increasingly
relied on assistance from female enquiry agents. When Mary Scales was prosecuted again in 1913, the
main evidence against her was from a female detective employed by Winns Ltd who helped the police
in return for the assistance they provided her in apprehending shoplifters.16 When women police
officers were introduced across most Australian States in 1917, investigation of fortune-tellers became
part of their tasks, with concerns about mystics defrauding soldiers’ widows intensifying police efforts
against the trade. Prosecutions continued intermittently following the war, with a decision in 1930
determining that an intention to deceive was not necessary for a fortune-telling prosecution to be
successful.17 Scales, along with other psychics, had always maintained the genuineness of her “gift”,
even offering to give demonstrations in court; such evidence tended to be simply ignored. The courts’
formal acknowledgment by mid-century that anti-fortune-telling legislation was applicable even to
those whose belief in their own abilities meant they had no intention to defraud raised the important
question of what criminal harm was involved in fortune-telling.18 While laws against fortune-telling
remained on the books across Australia into the late 20th century, its perception as a victimless crime
meant it increasingly went unprosecuted until the early 21st century saw widespread repeal of such
laws.19

Scales went on to be involved in another significant appeal case. In 1920, George passed away,
leaving the couple’s fortune to be held in trust for Mary and their children. Mary, dissatisfied with this
arrangement, attempted to have the trustees sign over various properties to her, alleging that they had
been bought with her earnings. The matter went to court in 1922, and on appeal to the Full Court in
1923.20 When the appeal was dismissed despite various witnesses stating that Mary had given George
large amounts of money to invest over the years, Scales tenaciously launched an application to the
Privy Council. In 1926, this body ruled in her favour, based partly on the evidence of the police
sergeant who arrested her back in 1907. Upon that occasion, he recalled Mary coolly handing over
£4,000 to her husband’s safekeeping. George had turned to him and exclaimed “What do you think of
a woman like that!”.21 In 1928, Mary herself died, leaving her money in a trust that was to provide a
small weekly allowance to her children, and distribute any sums necessary towards the maintenance,
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education and advancement in life of their female issue.22 As a woman of limited education, Mary
Scales was someone who the scales of justice would normally be weighted against; however, a
forceful personality, as well as perhaps the informal legal knowledge gained from repeated encounters
with the justice system, helped tip them back in her favour.
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